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1. Introduction
In the present work, we introduce the new Seasonal-QVAR (quasi-vector autoregressive) model
that includes nonlinear score-driven multivariate local level and stochastic seasonality compo-
nents, and we apply this model to study the relationship between oil production and economic
activity for the United States and Canada. An important property of Seasonal-QVAR, as op-
posed to multivariate time series models with Gaussian error terms, is that the QVAR lter is
robust to extreme values in the noise. In this paper, we extend the results of Blazsek, Escrib-
ano, and Licht (2017) to Seasonal-QVAR, by deriving the (i) nonlinear innite vector moving
average VMA(1) representation of the local level component, (ii) impulse response function
(IRF), and (iii) conditions of consistency and asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimator that include the condition of invertibility.
Seasonal-QVAR is a dynamic conditional score (DCS) model (Creal, Koopman, and Lucas
2013; Harvey 2013), in which the conditional score of the log-likelihood (LL) (hereinafter, score
function) updates the vector of dependent variables and the noise term has a multivariate t
distribution. DCS models are observation-driven time series models (Cox 1981). An example of
those models is the Beta-t-GARCH (generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity)
model (Harvey and Chakravarty 2008), which is an extension of the GARCH model (Engle 1982;
Bollerslev 1986). Another example is the QAR model (Harvey 2013), which is an extension of
the AR moving average (ARMA) model (Box and Jenkins 1970). With respect to the recent
DCS models, we refer to the works of Blazsek and Escribano (2016) and Ayala, Blazsek, and
Escribano (2017). Blazsek and Escribano (2016) suggest a DCS count panel data model, which
is an alternative to the dynamic count panel data models of Blundell, Grith, and Windmeijer
(2002) and Wooldridge (2005). Ayala, Blazsek, and Escribano (2017) suggest DCS-EGARCH
(exponential GARCH) models with score-driven shape parameters, which are extensions of the
DCS-EGARCH models with constant shape parameters (see, for example, Harvey 2013).
Seasonal-QVAR is an alternative to the Gaussian multivariate Unobserved Components
Model (UCM) with local level and stochastic seasonality (hereinafter, basic structural model)
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(Harvey 1989), which is a widely-used model for macroeconomic and nancial time series vari-
ables. Seasonal-QVAR is an extension of QVAR (Harvey 2013, Chapter 7; Blazsek, Escribano,
and Licht 2017), that is also named as the dynamic conditional score model for the multivariate
t distribution (Harvey 2013). Motivated by the recent applications of score-driven seasonality
models to univariate time series (i.e., Harvey 2013; Harvey and Luati 2014; Caivano, Harvey, and
Luati 2016; Ayala and Blazsek 2017, 2018; Blazsek and Hernandez 2017), we extend QVAR by
adding a multivariate score-driven seasonality component. Our paper is also related to the body
of literature on VAR and VARMA models (see, for example, Sims 1980, 1986; Sims, Goldfeld,
and Sachs 1982; Bernanke 1986; Blanchard and Watson 1986; Tiao and Tsay 1989; Stock and
Watson 2001), because Seasonal-QVAR is a nonlinear extension of Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA.
We apply Seasonal-QVAR to a classic macroeconomic dataset: monthly data from the world
crude oil production growth and global real economic activity growth variables for the period
of March 1973 to December 2007. Both variables have signicant seasonality components (Ye,
Zyren, and Shore 2006 and Raunglerdpanyagul 1985, respectively), and the dataset includes
several extreme observations (e.g., related to the 1973 and 1979 oil crises). The use of these
variables is motivated by several works that study the question of how changes in supply and
demand in the world crude oil market are related to economic growth (Blanchard 2002; Barsky
and Kilian 2002, 2004; Hamilton 2003; Kilian 2008, 2009; Baumeister and Hamilton 2017).
We also apply Seasonal-QVAR to an extended macroeconomic datatset and address the
important applied economic question about the inuence of world crude oil production on the
industrial productions of the United States and Canada. We study that question by using
Seasonal-QVAR in a way that prior Gaussian multivariate models cannot. We use monthly data
from world crude oil production growth and total industrial production growths of the United
States and Canada for the period of March 1973 to February 2018. Our analysis is motivated by
the following points: (i) the United States and Canada have important trade relations; (ii) those
countries are among the largest crude oil producers in the world; (iii) current renegotiation of
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA); (iv) we extend of the sample period of
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previous studies on crude oil and industrial production (e.g., Nordhaus, Houthakker, and Sachs
1980; Kilian 2008; Peersman and Van Robays 2009; Baumeister and Peersman 2013).
To our knowledge, it is popular among practitioners to apply the following two-step estima-
tion procedure to macroeconomic variables that involve seasonality components: Deseasonalize
the macroeconomic time series in a rst step, and undertake an IRF analysis in a second step
for the deseasonalized time series. That approach assumes that the seasonal and non-seasonal
shocks are uncorrelated, which may fail in practice. The two-step estimation procedure is not
eective for Seasonal-QVAR, because both the local level component and the stochastic season-
ality component are updated by the same score function term. In Seasonal-QVAR, the seasonal
and non-seasonal shocks are correlated, motivating the joint estimation of multivariate local
level and stochastic seasonality. In the present paper, we suggest an alternative approach to the
recent UCM specication of Hindrayanto, Jacobs, Osborn, and Tian (2018).
The new nonlinear multivariate QVAR model is able to identify the seasonality that is hidden
for the linear VARMA model. Seasonality is identied by the IRF estimates of QVAR, thus,
QVAR can be applied in the detection of nonlinearities in time series data. Seasonal-QVAR
eectively disentangles the local level and the stochastic seasonality components, as seasonality
eects do not appear in the IRF estimates of Seasonal-QVAR. We show that Seasonal-QVAR
is robust to extreme values in the noise, and the conditions of the consistency and asymptotic
normality of the ML estimator are satised. The model diagnostic tests support the specication
of Seasonal-QVAR, and we nd that the likelihood-based performance of Seasonal-QVAR is
superior to that of the basic structural model and Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA. These results can
provide practitioners with a suggestion on the application of the nonlinear Seasonal-QVAR model
to measure dynamic interaction eects among macroeconomic variables that involve seasonality,
as an alternative to the application of the classic multivariate linear time series models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the econometric
models. Section 3 describes the empirical results for the classic macroeconomic data. Section 4
describes the empirical results for the extended macroeconomic data. Section 5 concludes.
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2. Econometric models
2.1. Seasonal-QVAR
For yt (K  1) with t = 1; : : : ; T , the Seasonal-QVAR model is yt = c + t + st + vt, where
c (K  1) includes constant parameters, t (K  1) is the dynamic local level component, st
(K  1) is the dynamic seasonality component, and vt (K  1) is the reduced-form error term.
The components t and st are observable, conditional on the past information (y1; : : : ; yt 1).
We formulate the reduced-form error term vt as multivariate i.i.d. vt  tK(0;v; ), where
v = 

 1
v (

 1
v )
0 is positive denite and  > 2 is the degrees of freedom parameter (hence, the
variance of vt is nite). As a consequence, E(vt) = 0 and Var(vt) = v  =(   2). We also
introduce the multivariate i.i.d. structural-form error term t = [=( 2)] 1=2
vvt, for which
E(t) = 0 and Var(t) = IK . The log of the conditional density of yt is
ln f(ytjy1; : : : ; yt 1) = ln  

 +K
2

  ln  

2

  K
2
ln() (1)
 1
2
ln jvj    +K
2
ln

1 +
v0t
 1
v vt


and the score function with respect to t is
@ ln f(ytjy1; : : : ; yt 1)
@t
=
 +K

 1v 

1 +
v0t
 1
v vt

 1
vt =
 +K

 1v  ut; (2)
where ut (K  1) is the scaled score function vector; Harvey (2013, p. 211) shows that ut is
multivariate i.i.d. with zero mean and nite variance. In the denition of the score function, vt
is multiplied by the term [1 + (v0t
 1
v vt)=]
 1 = =( + v0t
 1
v vt) 2 (0; 1). As a consequence, the
score function is always bounded by the reduced-form error term: jutj < jvtj.
We formulate the local level component as t = t 1 + 	ut 1, where  (K  K) and 	
(K K) are time-constant parameter matrices, and t is updated by the rst lag of the scaled
score function ut 1. We initialize t by using the unconditional mean 1 = E(1) = 0K1.
Alternatives to this initialization may also be used. For example, the elements of 1 may be
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estimated as additional parameters in the joint estimation of all parameters of Seasonal-QVAR.
We use 1 = 0K1, in order to reduce the number of estimated parameters.
We formulate each element of the seasonality component st = (s1;t; : : : ; sK;t)
0 according to
sk;t = D
0
tk;t for each k = 1; : : : ; K, where Dt = (D1;t; : : : ; DS;t)
0 is a vector of seasonal dummy
variables and k;t = (k;1;t; : : : ; k;S;t)
0 is a vector of dynamic seasonality parameters (S denotes
the known period of the seasonality). Variable k;t is updated according to the I(1) equation
k;t = k;t 1 + k;tuk;t 1, where k;t = (k;1;t; : : : ; k;S;t)0 is a dynamic scaling parameter and
uk;t 1 is the k-th element of ut 1. From Equation (1) we have @ ln f(ytjy1; : : : ; yt 1)=@t =
@ ln f(ytjy1; : : : ; yt 1)=@st hence the same updating term ut 1 is used for t and st, which moti-
vates the joint estimation of t and st. Furthermore, each element of k;t is given by k;j;t = k;j
for Dj;t = 1 and k;j;t =  k;j=(S   1) for Dj;t = 0, where k;j with j = 1; : : : ; S are season-
ality parameters to be estimated. This parameterization ensures that
PS
j=1 k;j;t = 0. As a
consequence, sk;t is centered at zero for each dependent variable (we demonstrate this in the
Appendix). The variable sk;t is a high-pass lter that compensates the unit root in k;t (Baxter
and King 1999), which is necessary since yk;t is I(0).
We initialize k;t by using a rst-step nonlinear least squares (NLS) procedure, in which we
regress yk;t on the seasonal dummy variables, under the restriction that the sum of all parameters
is zero. This parameterization ensures that
PS
j=1 k;j;1 = 0. As a consequence, sk;1 is centered
at zero for each dependent variable (see the Appendix). Alternatives to this initialization may
also be considered. However, it transpires that the NLS procedure used for initialization is very
useful for the eective estimation of Seasonal-QVAR. Due to this initialization of seasonality, the
Seasonal-QVAR specication used in this paper is able to disentangle the dynamic interaction
eects measured by t from the stochastic seasonality eects measured by st.
In Seasonal-QVAR, the local level component t measures all dynamic interaction eects
among yt. Therefore, we focus on the following structural-form nonlinear VMA(1) representa-
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tion of the local level component (Blazsek, Escribano, and Licht 2017):
t =
1X
j=0
j	[(   2)]1=2
 1v
t 1 j
   2 + 0t 1 jt 1 j
: (3)
Let C1 denote the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of . The series in Equation (3) is con-
vergent if C1 < 1. IRFj;t = @t+j=@t 1 is given by (Blazsek, Escribano, and Licht 2017):
IRFj;t = 
j	[(   2)]1=2
 1v Qt 1 for j = 0; 1; : : : ;1; (4)
where
Qt =
@ t
 2+0tt
@t
=
266664
q1;1;t    q1;K;t
        
qK;1;t    qK;K;t
377775 = (5)
=
266666664
 2+0tt 221;t
( 2+0tt)2
 21;t2;t
( 2+0tt)2   
 21;tK;t
( 2+0tt)2
 22;t1;t
( 2+0tt)2
 2+0tt 222;t
( 2+0tt)2      
           
 2K;t1;t
( 2+0tt)2      
 2+0tt 22K;t
( 2+0tt)2
377777775
:
The matrix Qt = IK for VARMA and VAR thus the IRF is constant for those models. For
QVAR, we use the unconditional mean of IRFj;t (Blazsek, Escribano, and Licht 2017):
IRFj = E(IRFj;t) = 
j	[(   2)]1=2
 1v E(Qt 1) for j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;1: (6)
If all elements ofQt are covariance stationary, then E(Qt 1) can be estimated by using the sample
average (see, for example, Hamilton 1994, Chapter 7.2). We test the covariance stationarity of
Qt by using the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF, Dickey and Fuller 1979) test with constant.
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We estimate the IRF condence interval by using 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations from the ML
estimates. An alternative to the use of the time-invariant E(IRFj;t) is the period-by-period
estimation and analysis of IRFj;t. In those applications, IRFj;t can be averaged, for example,
for pre- and post-oil crisis periods, and the resulting IRF estimates can be compared.
2.2. Statistical inference of Seasonal-QVAR
We estimate Seasonal-QVAR by using the maximum likelihood (ML) method (see, for example,
Davidson and MacKinnon 2003). Related to this, we also refer to the works of Creal, Koopman,
and Lucas (2013) and Harvey (2013). The ML estimator of parameters is
^ML = arg max

LL(y1; : : : ; yT ; ) = arg max

TX
t=1
ln f(ytjy1; : : : ; yt 1; ); (7)
where  denotes the vector of constant parameters. We use the numerically estimated inverse
information matrix for the ML standard errors (Creal, Koopman, and Lucas 2013; Harvey 2013).
We use results from Harvey (2013, Chapters 2.3, 2.4 and 3.3) for the conditions of consistency
and asymptotic normality of the ML estimator (see also Blazsek, Escribano, and Licht 2017).
Related to the asymptotic properties of ML, we also study the invertibility of Seasonal-QVAR
(see, for example, Blasques, Gorgi, Koopman, and Wintenberger 2018).
First, Condition 1 is C1 < 1 hence t is covariance stationary. Second, Condition 2 holds if
E[u2 ij;t (@uk;t=@l;t)
i] <1, where i = 0; 1; 2 and j; k; l = 1; : : : ; K (we use the sample average to
estimate this expectation that we support by the ADF test). Third, for Condition 3 we consider
the representative element 	i;j from the matrix 	. From the dynamic local level equation
t = t 1 + 	ut 1, we express
@t
@	i;j
= 
@t 1
@	i;j
+ 	
@ut 1
@	i;j
+Wi;jut 1 (8)
for all t = 1; : : : ; T , where the element (i; j) of the matrix Wi;j (K K) is one and the rest of
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the elements of Wi;j are zero. By using the chain rule, we can also write Equation (8) as
@t
@	i;j
=

 + 	
@ut 1
@0t 1

@t 1
@	i;j
+Wi;jut 1 = Xt
@t 1
@	i;j
+Wi;jut 1: (9)
Condition 3 is that all eigenvalues of E(Xt) are within the unit circle, where the niteness of all
elements of E(Xt) follows from Condition 2. We denote the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of
E(Xt) by using C3. If each element of Xt is covariance stationary, then E(Xt) can be estimated
by using the sample average (we support the use of this estimator by the ADF test). Fourth,
for Condition 4, we consider that the information matrix depends on:
@t
@	i;j
@0t
@	k;l
= Xt
@t 1
@	i;j
@0t 1
@	k;l
X 0t+Xt
@t 1
@	i;j
W 0i;jut 1 +u
0
t 1Wk;l
@0t 1
@	k;l
X 0t+Wi;jut 1u
0
t 1W
0
k;l (10)
that we can also write as
vec

@t
@	i;j
@0t
@	k;l

= (Xt 
Xt)vec

@t 1
@	i;j
@0t 1
@	k;l

+ (11)
+vec

Xt
@t 1
@	i;j
W 0i;jut 1

+ vec

u0t 1Wk;l
@0t 1
@	k;l
X 0t

+ vec
 
Wi;jut 1u0t 1W
0
k;l

;
where 
 is the Kronecker product and vec(x) indicates that the columns of the matrix are being
stacked one upon the other. Condition 4 is that all eigenvalues of E(Xt
Xt) are within the unit
circle, where the niteness of all elements of E(Xt 
Xt) follows from Condition 2. We denote
the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of E(Xt 
Xt) by using C4. If each element of Xt 
Xt is
covariance stationary, then E(Xt
Xt) can be estimated by using the sample average (we support
the use of this estimator by the ADF test). For the computation of Xt =  + 	(@ut 1=@0t 1)
in Conditions 3 and 4, we use the formula for @ut=@
0
t (K K). As aforementioned, the score
function is given by
ut =

1 +
v0t
 1
v vt

 1
vt =
(yt   c  t   st)
 + (yt   c  t   st)0 1v (yt   c  t   st)
(12)
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and the formula of @ut=@
0
t can be obtained by using standard matrix calculus.
In addition to the previous conditions, we also study the invertibility of Seasonal-QVAR that
is a condition of the consistency and asymptotic normality of ML. Invertibility is studied in the
recent literature on DCS models (see for example: Blasques, Gorgi, Koopman, and Wintenberger
2018). From equations yt = c+ t + st + vt and t = t 1 + 	ut 1, we express:
yt = (IK   )c+ yt 1 + (IK   L)st   vt 1 + 	ut 1 + vt: (13)
We substitute the score function into the previous equation and obtain:
yt = (IK   )c+ yt 1 + (IK   L)st + 	   
 + v0t 1 1v vt 1
vt 1 + vt: (14)
This equation is a Seasonal-VARMA(1,1) model, for which the MA(1) parameter is observation-
driven, and it is dened as: 	t = (	   )=( + v0t 1 1v vt 1). VARMA(1,1) with constant
parameters is invertible if the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of the MA(1) parameter is less
than one. We study this condition for 	t for t = 1; : : : ; T .
Finally, for the seasonality component st, the conditions of ML are satised if the parameters
of k;t 1 are set to the identity matrix (i.e., multivariate random walk), as in the equation
k;t = k;t 1 + k;tuk;t 1. If the unit root is imposed rather than estimated in DCS models of
trend or seasonality, then standard asymptotics of ML do apply.
2.3. Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA
Seasonal-QVAR can be related to the Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA and Gaussian Seasonal-VAR
models. With respect to VAR, we refer to the works of Sims (1980, 1986), Sims, Goldfeld, and
Sachs (1982), Bernanke (1986), Blanchard and Watson (1986), and Stock and Watson (2001).
With respect to VARMA, we refer to the seminal paper of Tiao and Tsay (1989). We also refer
to the related textbooks of Hamilton (1994, Chapters 10 to 12) and Lutkepohl (2005).
If  ! 1, then vt !d NK(0;v) and ut !p vt (see Equation (12)). From equations
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yt = c+ t + st + vt and t = t 1 + 	ut 1, we obtain the Gaussian Seasonal-QVAR model:
yt = (IK   )c+ yt 1 + (IK   L)st + (	  )vt 1 + vt; (15)
where L denotes the lag operator. Thus, Seasonal-QVAR becomes Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA,
in which the error term vt has a multivariate i.i.d. Gaussian distribution and both local level t
and stochastic seasonality st are updated by vt 1. Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA is a special case
of Seasonal-QVAR for large . Furthermore, Gaussian Seasonal-VAR is another special case
of Seasonal-QVAR for large  and 	 = . In this paper, we focus on the Gaussian Seasonal-
VARMA alternative.
For Seasonal-VARMA, the local level t measures all dynamic interaction eects among
yt. Therefore, we focus on the VMA(1) representation t =
P1
j=0 
j	
 1v t 1 j, which is
obtained by using the decomposition v = 

 1
v (

 1
v )
0. Let C1 denote the maximum modulus
of eigenvalues of . If C1 < 1, then the series in the VMA(1) representation is nite. For
Seasonal-VARMA, IRFj;t = @t+j=@t 1 = j	
 1v for j = 0; 1; : : : ;1.
We estimate Seasonal-VARMA by using the ML method. Even if the vt  NK(0;v) assump-
tion does not hold, the ML estimator still provides consistent parameter estimates for Seasonal-
VARMA according to the quasi-ML (QML) results of Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984).
We denote the maximum moduli of eigenvalues of  and 	    with C1 and C2, respectively.
For Seasonal-VARMA, C1 < 1 and C2 < 1 ensure that ML is consistent and asymptotically
normal.
2.4. Basic structural model
The basic structural model is yt = c+t+st+vt, where c (K1) includes constant parameters,
t (K  1) is the local level component, st (K  1) is the stochastic seasonality component,
and vt  NK(0K1;v) is a multivariate i.i.d. Gaussian error term. The positive denite
covariance matrix is decomposed as v = 

 1
v (

 1
v )
0. We formulate the local level component
as t = t 1 + t, where  (K K) is a constant parameter matrix, and t  NK(0K1;)
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is the multivariate i.i.d. reduced-form error term. The covariance matrix is decomposed as
 = 

 1
 (

 1
 )
0, and we introduce the multivariate i.i.d. structural-form error term t = 
t.
We initialize t in the same way as for Seasonal-QVAR. We formulate each element of the
seasonality component st = (s1;t; : : : ; sK;t)
0 according to the product sk;t = D0tk;t for each
k = 1; : : : ; K, where Dt (S  1) is a vector of seasonal dummy variables and k;t (S  1) is a
vector of dynamic seasonality parameters. Variable kt is updated according to the dynamic
equation k;t = k;t 1 + k;t, where k;t  NS(0;;k) is a multivariate i.i.d. Gaussian error term.
We ensure that sk;t is centered at zero by using the specication ;k = ;k(IS  iSi0S=S), where
;k is a positive parameter and iS denotes a S 1 vector of ones. We initialize k;t by using the
same rst-step NLS procedure that is used for Seasonal-QVAR.
For the basic structural model estimated in this paper, the local level component t mea-
sures all dynamic interaction eects among yt. Therefore, we focus on the following VMA(1)
representation: t =
P1
j=0 
j
 1 t j. Let C1 denote the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of
. If C1 < 1, then IRFj;t = @t+j=@t = 
j
 1 for j = 0; 1; : : : ;1.
We estimate the basic structural model by using the ML method, for which the likelihood
function is computed by using the Kalman ltering technique (Kalman 1960; Harvey 1989).
3. Application to world crude oil production and global real economic activity
3.1. Classic macroeconomic dataset
We use monthly time series data from world crude oil production growth y1;t, and a business
cycle index measuring global real economic activity growth y2;t, for the period of March 1973
to December 2007. The source of these data is the book of Kilian and Lutkepohl (2017) (the
data are downloaded from: http://www-personal.umich.edu/lkilian/gure12 7.zip). As afore-
mentioned, the use of those variables is motivated by several works that study the question
of how changes in supply and demand in the world crude oil market are related to economic
growth (i.e., Blanchard 2002; Barsky and Kilian 2002, 2004; Hamilton 2003; Kilian 2008, 2009;
Baumeister and Hamilton 2017; Kilian and Lutkepohl 2017). World crude oil production has a
signicant annual seasonality component: During the summer months supply exceeds demand
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(i.e., relatively high crude oil production), while during the winter months demand exceeds
supply (i.e., relatively low crude oil production) (Ye, Zyren, and Shore 2006). The global real
economic activity variable of the present paper is developed by Kilian (2009), who uses dry
cargo single voyage ocean freight rates to measure global real economic activity. The work of
Kilian (2009) motivates the use of the ocean freight rate-based global real economic activity
index. Ocean freight rates have a signicant seasonality component, with a period of about six
months (Raunglerdpanyagul 1985).
In our application, yt = (y1;t; y2;t)
0 (thus, for the multivariate models of this paper K = 2),
and we use the seasonal dummies Dt = (DJan;t; : : : ; DDec;t)
0 (thus, the period of the annual
seasonality used in this paper is S = 12). For y1;t and y2;t, descriptive statistics and ADF with
constant test results are reported in Table 1. Heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent
(HAC) ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates (Newey and West 1987) of a linear regression of
y1;t and y2;t on monthly dummies are also reported in Table 1, which suggest that both variables
may have seasonality components.
Motivated by the work of Kilian and Lutkepohl (2017, Chapter 12.13.1), all multivariate
dynamic models of the dataset used in this paper are recursively identied. Therefore, v for
Seasonal-QVAR and Seasonal-VARMA is decomposed according to the Cholesky decomposi-
tion. Similarly, v and  for the basic structural model are also decomposed according to the
Cholesky decomposition.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics.
Panel A. Descriptive statistics World crude oil production growth y1;t Global real economic activity growth y2;t
Start date March 1973 March 1973
End date December 2007 December 2007
Sample size T 418 418
Minimum  9:9073  20:8529
Maximum 6:4986 17:0466
Mean 0:0719 0:0497
Standard deviation 1:7117 4:8134
Skewness  1:5326  0:2381
Excess kurtosis 8:1718 1:8608
ADF  22:3144  15:2541
Panel B. Seasonality eects World crude oil production growth y1t Global real economic activity growth y2t
Jan  1:2007(0:4342)  2:0955(0:768)
Feb 0:3447(0:3137)  1:0236(0:6247)
Mar 0:0716(0:1882) 2:0131
(0:8216)
Apr  0:2675(0:202)  0:4418(0:6527)
May  0:1369(0:2217) 1:248(0:7759)
Jun 0:1075(0:2525)  2:9096(0:8132)
Jul 0:7465
(0:257)  2:8145(0:7816)
Aug  0:213(0:2634) 0:2747(0:6942)
Sep 0:5944
(0:3122) 3:0974(0:6693)
Oct 0:3188(0:3721) 2:8003
(0:7255)
Nov 0:3663
(0:2105) 1:853(0:5436)
Dec 0:1032(0:2071)  1:4976(0:888)
Growth in variables is measured in percentage points. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ,  and  indicate signicance
at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
3.2. Detecting seasonality with QVAR
In this section, we consider that the data generating process (DGP) includes a seasonality
component that we would like to disentangle from the local level component. For the extreme
case where seasonality is not specied in QVAR (i.e., yt = c + t + vt, where each component
is specied as in Section 2.1), we show that dynamic seasonality eects will appear in the local
level component. This is indicated by the fact that seasonality eects will be observed in the
IRF of t. Thus, for a given Seasonal-QVAR specication, the IRF is a useful tool that analyzes
the eectiveness of information disentanglement for t and st. If the IRF does not indicate
seasonality dynamics, then st will capture all seasonality eects and the disentanglement of t
and st is eective.
We rst present the parameter estimates and model diagnostics of QVAR (i.e., yt = c+t+vt,
where each component is specied as in Section 2.1) in Table 2. This table indicates that we
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are not able to estimate QVAR for the case where all elements of 	 are estimated (`	 full'
in Table 2), as the ML estimator does not converge to an optimum. We are able to estimate
QVAR for the restricted case, where 	 is a diagonal matrix (`	 diagonal' in Table 2) (for that
specication, ML is supported by C1 to C4, and the MDS test does not reject the specications
of t and ut; Table 2). We present the IRF of t for QVAR with 	 diagonal in Fig. 1, where the
IRF estimates indicate seasonality eects in t. These ndings suggest that for Seasonal-QVAR
the eectiveness of disentanglement of the local level and the stochastic seasonality components
can be analyzed by using the IRF tool.
We also show in this section, for the extreme case where the seasonality component is not
included in VARMA (i.e., yt = c+t + vt, where each component is specied as in Section 2.3),
that seasonality eects will not appear in the local level component of the model (i.e., seasonality
eects will not be observed in the IRF of t). We present the parameter estimates and diagnostics
of VARMA in Table 2 and the corresponding IRF in Fig. 1. We estimate VARMA with the 	
full and also with the 	 diagonal specications (C1 and C2 support the asymptotic properties of
QML for VARMA, and the MDS test does not reject the specication of t; Table 2). We nd
that the statistical performance of VARMA is inferior to that of QVAR, according to the LL,
Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Hannan{Quinn
criterion (HQC) metrics (see, for example, Davidson and MacKinnon 2003) (Table 2). More
importantly, although the DGP includes a seasonality component the related seasonality eects
do not appear in the IRF of VARMA (Fig. 1). As a consequence, for Seasonal-VARMA, the
eectiveness of the disentanglement of t and st cannot be analyzed by using the IRF tool.
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Table 2
Parameter estimates and model diagnostics (QVAR; VARMA).
QVAR 	 full QVAR 	 diagonal VARMA 	 full VARMA 	 diagonal
c1 NA 0:1740(0:0571) 0:0337(0:0261) 0:0247(0:0163)
c2 NA 0:0915(0:2618) 0:1491(0:2685) 0:0515(0:2587)
1;1 NA  0:7282(0:2123) 0:5557(0:1164) 0:6461(0:0830)
1;2 NA 0:0983(0:0525)  0:0191(0:0340) 0:0151(0:0084)
2;1 NA  2:0782(1:6415)  1:4298(0:7634)  0:0363(0:1169)
2;2 NA 0:4562(0:1494) 0:2133(0:1520) 0:1214(0:0555)
	1;1 NA 0:0593(0:0798)  0:7243(0:1021)  0:8129(0:0640)
	1;2 NA NA 0:0451(0:0460) NA
	2;1 NA NA 1:4934(0:7819) NA
	2;2 NA 0:6794(0:1147) 0:0753(0:1510) 0:1745(0:0544)

 1v;1;1 NA 1:0391
(0:0556) 1:6717(0:0569) 1:6727(0:0549)

 1v;2;1 NA 0:1906(0:1799) 0:4147
(0:2169) 0:4099(0:1948)

 1v;2;2 NA 3:2280
(0:1685) 4:5593(0:1527) 4:5856(0:1176)
 NA 3:0951(0:3974) NA NA
C1 NA 0:5187 0:6224 0:6450
C2 NA NA 0:8011 0:8129
C2 to C4 ADF NA All stationary NA NA
C3 NA 0:4638 NA NA
C4 NA 0:2160 NA NA
Qt ADF NA All stationary NA NA
MDS 1;t NA 0:2127 0:6693 0:6695
MDS 2;t NA 0:1559 0:9983 0:9763
MDS u1;t NA 0:7120 NA NA
MDS u2;t NA 0:9384 NA NA
LL NA  4:6943  4:8689  4:8752
AIC NA 9:4460 9:8000 9:8031
BIC NA 9:5619 9:9255 9:9093
HQC NA 9:4918 9:8496 9:8450
For all models presented in this table, yt is decomposed as
"
y1;t
y2;t
#
=
"
c1
c2
#
+
"
1;t
2;t
#
+
"
v1;t
v2;t
#
QVAR 	 diagonal:
"
1;t
2;t
#
=
"
1;1 1;2
2;1 2;2
#"
1;t 1
2;t 1
#
+
"
	1;1 0
0 	2;2
#"
u1;t 1
u2;t 1
#
"
u1;t
u2;t
#
=
8<:1 + 1 (v1;t; v2;t)
" 

 1v;1;1 0

 1v;2;1 

 1
v;2;2
! 

 1v;1;1 

 1
v;2;1
0 
 1v;2;2
!# 1 
v1;t
v2;t
!9=;
 1 
v1;t
v2;t
!
VARMA 	 full:
"
1;t
2;t
#
=
"
1;1 1;2
2;1 2;2
#"
1;t 1
2;t 1
#
+
"
	1;1 	1;2
	2;1 	2;2
#"
v1;t 1
v2;t 1
#
VARMA 	 diagonal:
"
1;t
2;t
#
=
"
1;1 1;2
2;1 2;2
#"
1;t 1
2;t 1
#
+
"
	1;1 0
0 	2;2
#"
v1;t 1
v2;t 1
#
Not available (NA). We are not able to estimate QVAR `	 full', as the ML estimator does not converge to an optimum. `MDS'
denotes the p-value of the martingale dierence sequence test. Bold numbers indicate superior model performance. C1 and C2 are
the maximum moduli of eigenvalues of  and 	, respectively. C3 and C4 are the maximum moduli of eigenvalues of E^(Xt) and
E^(Xt 
 Xt), respectively. We summarize ADF results for Conditions 2 to 4 and matrix Qt, by using `All stationary'. Standard
errors are in parentheses. ,  and  indicate signicance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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Oil production growth 1;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
QVAR 	 diagonal VARMA 	 full VARMA 	 diagonal
Economic activity growth 2;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
QVAR 	 diagonal VARMA 	 full VARMA 	 diagonal
Oil production growth 1;t  ! Economic activity growth 2;t+j
QVAR 	 diagonal VARMA 	 full VARMA 	 diagonal
Economic activity growth 2;t  ! Economic activity growth 2;t+j
QVAR 	 diagonal VARMA 	 full VARMA 	 diagonal
Fig. 1. Impulse response function with 90% condence interval (QVAR; VARMA).
The IRF condence interval is estimated by using 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations from the ML estimates.
3.3. Empirical results
In this section, we report results for the joint estimation of local level, seasonality and irregular
components. We present the parameter estimates and model diagnostics for Seasonal-QVAR and
the basic structural model in Table 3. We present the parameter estimates and model diagnostics
for Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA in Table 4. For Seasonal-QVAR, we study the condition of
invertibility in Fig. 2. We present the time series components of Seasonal-QVAR, the basic
structural model and Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA in Figs. 3 to 5, respectively. We present the
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IRF estimates for all models in Fig. 6, and we demonstrate that Seasonal-QVAR is robust to
extreme observations in Fig. 7.
Consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimates are supported by C1, C2, C3 or C4
for each model (Tables 3 and 4). For Seasonal-QVAR, we present the evolution of the maximum
modulus of eigenvalues of 	t in Fig. 2. The average value of 	t for the sample period is 0:7567,
which suggests that Seasonal-QVAR is invertible. Nevertheless, Fig. 2 also shows that the mean
of 	t has a nonlinear increasing trend. Motivated by this, we present the tted values of a linear
regression with quadratic trend and the corresponding robust estimates of the 90% condence
interval for the level in Fig. 2. Those estimates suggest that Seasonal-QVAR is invertible.
We also use the Escanciano{Lobato (2009) martingale dierence sequence (MDS) test for
t and ut of Seasonal-QVAR and vt of the basic structural model. We nd that MDS is never
rejected (Table 3). We use the same MDS test for vt of Seasonal-VARMA. We nd that MDS
is never rejected (Table 4).
We compare statistical performances by using the LL, AIC, BIC and HQC metrics. LL
and AIC indicate improvement in the model performance of Seasonal-QVAR, with respect to
the basic structural model (Table 3). However, BIC and HQC indicate a superior performance
for the basic structural model (Table 3). Thus, the basic structural model might be more
parsimonious than Seasonal-QVAR. For Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA, we also report the LL,
AIC, BIC and HQC metrics (Table 4). Those results indicate that the statistical performance
of Seasonal-QVAR is superior to that of the Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA model.
It is noteworthy that LL of QVAR is superior to that of Seasonal-QVAR (see Tables 2 and 3).
This result might seem surprising, as one might believe that QVAR is a nested alternative to
Seasonal-QVAR. In fact, QVAR is not a special case of the Seasonal-QVAR model that is
estimated in this paper, since we use a specic restriction for Seasonal-QVAR on the initial
value of k;t that is estimated in the rst-step NLS procedure. QVAR is estimated without
such a restriction. Nevertheless, as aforementioned, the restriction on the initial value of k;t is
important for the eective disentanglement of t and st in Seasonal-QVAR.
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The estimates of s1;t and s2;t in Figs. 3 to 5 indicate signicant seasonality eects with
dynamic amplitude for all models, which support the use of stochastic seasonality. The local
level estimates 1;t and 2;t are relatively homogeneous for Seasonal-QVAR compared to the
Gaussian alternatives (Figs. 3 to 5). This result suggests that extreme observations tend to
appear in the error term of Seasonal-QVAR, while extreme observations sometimes appear in
the local level components of the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA.
We study interaction eects between world crude oil production growth and global real
economic activity growth by using the IRF (Fig. 6). The results are similar for Seasonal-
QVAR, the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA, and they show that seasonality does
not appear in the IRF of t. This point is important for Seasonal-QVAR, since it indicates that
the specication applied in this paper eectively disentangles t and st.
For Seasonal-QVAR, the score function ut = (u1t; u2t)
0 discounts extreme values from the
structural-form error term t = (1t; 2t)
0. In Fig. 7, we present each element of the updating
vector ut = (u1t; u2t)
0 of Seasonal-QVAR, as a function of 1t and 2t. This gure indicates that
both elements of the score function converge to nite values, when either of j1tj or j2tj goes to
innity. Thus, for Seasonal-QVAR, the score function discounts the inuence of extreme values
in the noise. To compare the discounting property of the updating terms for Seasonal-QVAR and
Seasonal-VARMA, in Fig. 7 we also present each element of the updating vector vt = (v1t; v2t)
0
of Seasonal-VARMA, as a function of 1t and 2t. This gure indicates that v1t and v2t converge
to innity, when j1tj and j2tj go to innity. Thus, for Seasonal-VARMA, the updating terms
v1t and v2t do not discount the inuence of extreme values in the noise.
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Table 3
Parameter estimates and model diagnostics (Seasonal-QVAR; basic structural model).
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model
c1 0:1597(0:0522) 2;Jan  0:3705(0:0679) c1 0:0862(0:2706)
c2 0:1719(0:1723) 2;Feb  0:2669(0:0455) c2 0:1215(0:4161)
1;1 0:3935(0:1725) 2;Mar  0:0590(0:0248) 1;1  0:0947(0:0599)
1;2 0:0417(0:0280) 2;Apr 0:1543
(0:0380) 1;2 0:0316(0:0373)
2;1  0:5042(0:3489) 2;May 0:0530(0:0199) 2;1  0:1555(0:3768)
2;2 0:4989(0:0867) 2;Jun 0:4799(0:0696) 2;2 0:5844(0:1717)
	1;1  1:0911(0:6638) 2;Jul  0:1970(0:0289) 
 1v;1;1 0:2546(0:4974)
	1;2  0:0104(0:0366) 2;Aug  0:1387(0:0392) 
 1v;2;1  3:1755(0:5416)
	2;1 0:7832(0:2367) 2;Sep 0:0235(0:0220) 
 1v;2;2 0:0124
(0:0003)
	2;2 0:7953(0:1033) 2;Oct 0:2720(0:0962) 
 1;1;1 1:5925
(0:0916)

 1v;1;1 1:1981
(0:0587) 2;Nov 0:0595(0:0403) 
 1;2;1 0:6450(0:9284)

 1v;2;1  0:4530(0:1863) 2;Dec 0:2695(0:0568) 
 1;2;2 2:3133(0:8054)

 1v;2;2 3:1445
(0:1471) C1 0:4662 ;1 0:0413(0:0138)
 3:4490(0:4395) C2 to C4 ADF All stationary ;2 0:0697(0:0322)
1;Jan  0:3368(0:7437) C3 0:4365 C1 0:5770
1;Feb 1:1408(0:7980) C4 0:2359 MDS v1;t 0:9328
1;Mar 1:2451
(0:7206) Qt ADF All stationary MDS v2;t 0:6402
1;Apr  0:5284(0:7919) MDS v1;t 0:6641 LL  4:8033
1;May 0:9586(0:7120) MDS v2;t 0:5471 AIC 9:6735
1;Jun 0:6592(0:7698) MDS u1;t 0:3520 BIC 9.8087
1;Jul 0:5037(0:7483) MDS u2;t 0:1269 HQC 9.7269
1;Aug 0:8943(0:8526) LL -4.7442
1;Sep 0:3072(0:6873) AIC 9.6702
1;Oct 2:8221
(0:8270) BIC 10:0371
1;Nov 0:6534(0:7598) HQC 9:8153
1;Dec 0:6847(0:7181)
For all models presented in this table, yt is decomposed as
"
y1;t
y2;t
#
=
"
c1
c2
#
+
"
1;t
2;t
#
+
"
s1;t
s2;t
#
+
"
v1;t
v2;t
#
Seasonal-QVAR:
"
1;t
2;t
#
=
"
1;1 1;2
2;1 2;2
#"
1;t 1
2;t 1
#
+
"
	1;1 	1;2
	2;1 	2;2
#"
u1;t 1
u2;t 1
#
"
s1;t
s2;t
#
=
"
D0t1;t
D0t2;t
#
=
"
D0t(1;t 1 + 1;tu1;t 1)
D0t(2;t 1 + 2;tu2;t 1)
#
"
u1;t
u2;t
#
=
8<:1 + 1 (v1;t; v2;t)
" 

 1v;1;1 0

 1v;2;1 

 1
v;2;2
! 

 1v;1;1 

 1
v;2;1
0 
 1v;2;2
!# 1 
v1;t
v2;t
!9=;
 1 
v1;t
v2;t
!
Basic structural model:
"
1;t
2;t
#
=
"
1;1 1;2
2;1 2;2
#"
1;t 1
2;t 1
#
+
"
1;t
2;t
#
"
s1;t
s2;t
#
=
"
D0t1;t
D0t2;t
#
=
"
D0t(1;t 1 + 1;t)
D0t(2;t 1 + 2;t)
#
`MDS' denotes the p-value of the martingale dierence sequence test. Bold numbers indicate superior model performance. C1 is the
maximum modulus of eigenvalues of . C3 and C4 are the maximum moduli of eigenvalues of E^(Xt) and E^(Xt 
Xt), respectively.
We summarize ADF results for Conditions 2 to 4 and matrix Qt, by using `All stationary'. Standard errors are in parentheses. ,
 and  indicate signicance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 4
Parameter estimates and model diagnostics (Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA).
Seasonal-VARMA
c1  0:0122(0:0473) 2;Jan  0:0584(0:0094)
c2 0:2549(0:0754) 2;Feb  0:0902(0:0185)
1;1 0:6248(0:1031) 2;Mar  0:0056(0:0208)
1;2 0:0484(0:0335) 2;Apr 0:0431
(0:0112)
2;1  0:7541(0:2900) 2;May 0:0356(0:0359)
2;2 0:3865(0:0647) 2;Jun 0:0839(0:0094)
	1;1  0:2706(0:0940) 2;Jul  0:0695(0:0087)
	1;2 0:0003(0:0171) 2;Aug  0:0318(0:0085)
	2;1 0:1361(0:0655) 2;Sep 0:0319(0:0191)
	2;2 0:3169(0:0423) 2;Oct  0:0039(0:0145)

 1v;1;1 1:8231
(0:0424) 2;Nov  0:0242(0:0257)

 1v;2;1  0:3318(0:0537) 2;Dec 0:1632(0:0296)

 1v;2;2 4:1728
(0:1040) C1 0:5272
1;Jan  0:8857(0:0672) C2 0:8398
1;Feb 0:1523(0:1702) MDS v1;t 0:5582
1;Mar 0:3098
(0:1216) MDS v2;t 0:2126
1;Apr 0:0909(0:0777) LL  4:8670
1;May 0:1898(0:1223) AIC 9:9111
1;Jun 0:1578
(0:0732) BIC 10:2683
1;Jul 0:9664
(0:1335) HQC 10:0523
1;Aug 0:2705
(0:0999)
1;Sep 0:0219(0:1544)
1;Oct 0:6388
(0:0905)
1;Nov 0:0520(0:1538)
1;Dec  0:1005(0:1893)
For the model presented in this table, yt is decomposed as
"
y1;t
y2;t
#
=
"
c1
c2
#
+
"
1;t
2;t
#
+
"
s1;t
s2;t
#
+
"
v1;t
v2;t
#
"
1;t
2;t
#
=
"
1;1 1;2
2;1 2;2
#"
1;t 1
2;t 1
#
+
"
	1;1 	1;2
	2;1 	2;2
#"
v1;t 1
v2;t 1
#
"
s1;t
s2;t
#
=
"
D0t1;t
D0t2;t
#
=
"
D0t(1;t 1 + 1;tv1;t 1)
D0t(2;t 1 + 2;tv2;t 1)
#
A representation of Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA is presented in Equation (15). `MDS' denotes the p-value of the martingale dierence
sequence test. C1 and C2 are the maximum moduli of eigenvalues of  and 	 , respectively. Standard errors are in parentheses.
,  and  indicate signicance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Invertibility of Seasonal-QVAR (evolution of the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of 	t for t = 1; : : : ; T ).
	^t = 0:435881 + 0:002298t  0:000003t2 and the 90% condence interval are presented with thick lines.
The value one is outside the condence interval for all t.
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y1;t World crude oil production growth y2;t Global real economic activity growth
1;t World crude oil production growth 2;t Global real economic activity growth
s1;t World crude oil production growth s2;t Global real economic activity growth
v1;t World crude oil production growth v2;t Global real economic activity growth
u1;t World crude oil production growth u2;t Global real economic activity growth
Fig. 3. Time series components of Seasonal-QVAR (March 1973 to December 2007).
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y1;t World crude oil production growth y2;t Global real economic activity growth
1;t World crude oil production growth 2;t Global real economic activity growth
s1;t World crude oil production growth s2;t Global real economic activity growth
v1;t World crude oil production growth v2;t Global real economic activity growth
Fig. 4. Time series components of the basic structural model (March 1973 to December 2007).
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y1;t World crude oil production growth y2;t Global real economic activity growth
1;t World crude oil production growth 2;t Global real economic activity growth
s1;t World crude oil production growth s2;t Global real economic activity growth
v1;t World crude oil production growth v2;t Global real economic activity growth
Fig. 5. Time series components of Gaussian Seasonal-VARMA (March 1973 to December 2007).
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Oil production growth 1;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Economic activity growth 2;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Oil production growth 1;t  ! Economic activity growth 2;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Economic activity growth 2;t  ! Economic activity growth 2;t+j
Fig. 6. Impulse response function with 90% condence interval (Seasonal-QVAR; basic structural model; Seasonal-VARMA).
The IRF condence interval is estimated by using 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations from the ML estimates.
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Seasonal-QVAR
u1t as a function of 1t and 2t u2t as a function of 1t and 2t
Seasonal-VARMA
v1t as a function of 1t and 2t v2t as a function of 1t and 2t
Fig. 7. Robustness to extreme values in the noise (Seasonal-QVAR; Seasonal-VARMA).
4. Application to crude oil production and industrial production
4.1. Motivation
Since the middle of the last century, the inuence of the level of world aggregate oil production on
the industrial production of dierent regions and countries have been analyzed in the economic
literature. In this section we focus on this relation specically for the United States and Canada,
motivated by the following reasons:
First, Canada was the second largest commercial partner of the United States in 2017 (source:
United States Census Bureau). The United States and Canada had a total trade of USD673.9
billion in 2017, which is the sum of USD341.2 billion of exports from the United States into
Canada and USD332.8 billion of imports from Canada into the United States (source: Oce of
the United States Trade Representative). In 2017, Canada was the most important destination
of the United States goods exports (USD282.5 billion, 18.3% of the total United States goods
exports), and the third largest source of goods imported into the United States (USD300.0
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billion, 12.8% of the total United States goods imports) (source: Oce of the United States
Trade Representative).
Second, both the United States and Canada are among the largest oil producers in the world.
The United States was the third largest oil producer in 2016, and Canada was the ninth largest oil
producer in the same year (source: United States Energy Information Administration). Mineral
fuels, which include crude oil, are the largest category of imports into the United States from
Canada (USD73 billion) in 2017 (source: Oce of the United States Trade Representative).
Furthermore, mineral fuels are the fourth largest category of exports of the United States into
Canada (USD19 billion) in 2017, following vehicles, machinery and electrical machinery (source:
Oce of the United States Trade Representative).
Third, the United States started bilateral trade negotiations with Canada in 1986, resulting
in the Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement (CUSFTA) that was brought into force
on January 1, 1989 (source: Oce of the United States Trade Representative). Presently, the
commercial relation between the United States and Canada is regulated by the NAFTA, which
was implemented on January 1, 1994 (source: Oce of the United States Trade Representative).
The current government of the United States argued that the treaty created problems for the
United States economy, and it expressed its desire to renegotiate NAFTA (source: Oce of
the United States Trade Representative). As a consequence, NAFTA is being renegotiated (the
seventh round of NAFTA negotiations were in March 2018).
Fourth, in this paper we extend the data period with respect to previous studies on the crude
oil production and industrial production relation for dierent regions of the world (Nordhaus,
Houthakker, and Sachs 1980; Kilian 2008; Peersman and Van Robays 2009; Baumeister and
Peersman 2013; Kilian and Lutkepohl 2017), focusing on the United States and Canada.
4.2. Extended macroeconomic data
We use an extended macroeconomic dataset that covers the period of March 1973 to February
2018. We obtained monthly data on world crude oil production growth from Bloomberg for the
period of January 2001 to February 2018 (ticker: DWOPWRLD Index; DOE World Crude Oil
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Production Data). To validate the use of these data, we estimated the correlation coecient
between the world crude oil production growth variable from the classic dataset (i.e., from Kilian
and Lutkepohl 2017; see Section 3.1) and the world crude oil production growth variable from
Bloomberg. For the correlation analysis, we use the data period that is available from both
sources (i.e., from January 2001 to December 2007; 83 observations from each variable). The
estimated correlation coecient is 0.9942, thus the two time series practically coincide for the
period of 2001 to 2007. Motivated by this result, we extend the classic macroeconomic dataset
of world crude oil production growth by using Bloomberg world crude oil production data.
We also use monthly data on the non-seasonally adjusted total industrial production growths
of the United States and Canada (source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment, OECD, https://data.oecd.org/industry/industrial-production.htm). We use total in-
dustrial production as an alternative to global real economic activity (Section 3), because global
real economic activity is not available for the extended data period and because industrial pro-
duction has a signicant seasonality component. The use of the total industrial production
variable is also motivated by the work of Kilian (2009). Descriptive statistics and ADF with
constant test results are reported in Table 5.
Table 5
Descriptive statistics.
World crude oil production United States industrial production Canada industrial production
Descriptive statistics growth growth growth
Start date March 1973 March 1973 March 1973
End date February 2018 February 2018 February 2018
Sample size T 540 540 540
Minimum  9:9073  4:4296  3:8376
Maximum 6:4986 2:0658 3:4561
Mean 0:0739 0:1545 0:1359
Standard deviation 1:5391 0:7177 1:0819
Skewness  1:6380  1:3244  0:2575
Excess kurtosis 10:2169 6:1861 0:5930
ADF  25:2821  8:23283  9:7543
Growth in variables is measured in percentage points.  indicates signicance at the 1% level.
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4.3. ML estimation results and model diagnostics
In this section, we report ML estimation results for the joint estimation of local level, season-
ality and irregular components for the extended monthly macroeconomic dataset. We present
results for three bivariate alternatives of variable selection. For the rst alternative, we use the
variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of the
United States y2;t. For the second alternative, we use the variables: world crude oil production
growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t. For the third alternative,
we use the variables: total industrial production growth of the United States y1;t and total
industrial production growth of Canada y2;t. We estimate three bivariate models instead of one
three-dimensional model, because the ML procedure does not converge to an optimum for a
three-dimensional Seasonal-QVAR specication due to the relatively small sample size of the
extended dataset. The bivariate Seasonal-QVAR estimates provide eective results about the
dynamic interaction eects for the variables: world crude oil production growth, total industrial
production growth of the United States, and total industrial production growth of Canada.
For each alternative of variable selection, we present the parameter estimates and model
diagnostics of all models in Tables 6 to 8, respectively. For Seasonal-QVAR, we study the con-
dition of invertibility in Fig. 8. For each alternative of variable selection, we present the time
series components of Seasonal-QVAR in Figs. 9 to 11, respectively. We report the score function
estimates for Seasonal-QVAR in Fig. 12.
Consistency and asymptotic normality of the ML estimates are supported by C1, C2, C3 or
C4 for each model (Tables 6 to 8). For Seasonal-QVAR, the maximum modulus of eigenvalues
of 	t is lower than one for the three alternatives for variable selection (Fig. 8), supporting the
invertibility of QVAR. We perform the Escanciano{Lobato (2009) MDS test for t and ut of
Seasonal-QVAR, and we perform the same MDS test for vt of the basic structural model and
Seasonal-VARMA. For Seasonal-QVAR, MDS is rejected for one residual time series (Table 6),
at the 10% level of signicance. In all other cases of vt and ut, MDS is never rejected for
Seasonal-QVAR (Tables 6 to 8). Furthermore, MDS is never rejected for the basic structural
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model and for Seasonal-VARMA (Tables 6 to 8).
We compare statistical performances by using the LL, AIC, BIC and HQC metrics. All those
metrics indicate an improvement in the model performance of Seasonal-QVAR, with respect to
the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA (Tables 6 to 8). The estimates of s1;t and s2;t
in Figs. 9 to 11 indicate signicant seasonality eects with dynamic amplitude for all models,
which support the use of stochastic seasonality. We also nd that the local level estimates 1;t
and 2;t are relatively homogeneous for Seasonal-QVAR, compared to the Gaussian alternatives
(Figs. 9 to 11). This result is very similar to that one found for the classic macroeconomic
dataset (Section 3), suggesting that extreme observations in many cases appear in the error
term of Seasonal-QVAR, while extreme observations for some cases appear in the local level
components of the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA. For the three alternatives of
variable selection, the score function ut = (u1t; u2t)
0 discounts extreme values from the structural-
form error term t = (1t; 2t)
0 for Seasonal-QVAR. In Fig. 12, we present each element of the
updating vector ut = (u1t; u2t)
0 of Seasonal-QVAR, as a function of 1t and 2t (those ndings
are similar to the ones reported in Fig. 7).
4.4. Dynamic interaction eects
In this section, we present the IRF estimates for each alternative of variable selection in
Figs. 13 to 15, respectively. With respect to the interaction eects between world crude oil
production growth y1;t and industrial production growth of the United States y2;t, we present
the IRF estimates with the 90% Monte Carlo condence interval for Seasonal-QVAR, the basic
structural model and Seasonal-VARMA in Fig. 13. The signs of the IRF estimates coincide
for Seasonal-QVAR, the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA. We highlight in this
gure the dynamic interaction eects: industrial production growth of the United States 2;t
 ! world crude oil production growth 1;t+j. Those eects are about six times higher for the
basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA than for Seasonal-QVAR. Given the LL-based
superiority of Seasonal-QVAR, the IRF estimates suggest that the basic structural model and
Seasonal-VARMA overestimate the dynamic eects of the industrial production growth of the
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United States on the world crude oil production growth variable. With respect to Fig. 13, it is
noteworthy that the signs of all dynamic interaction eects coincide with those for the classic
macroeconomic dataset (Fig. 6). The main dierence between Figs. 6 and 13 is that the IRF
estimates are more precise for the extended dataset than for the classic macroeconomic dataset,
due to the higher sample size of the extended dataset.
With respect to the interaction eects between world crude oil production growth y1;t and
industrial production growth of Canada y2;t, we present the IRF estimates with the 90% Monte
Carlo condence interval for Seasonal-QVAR, the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA
in Fig. 14. The signs of the IRF for the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA dier from
the sign of IRF for Seasonal-QVAR. In Fig. 14, we highlight the dynamic interaction eects:
world crude oil production growth 1;t  ! industrial production growth of Canada 2;t+j. For
Seasonal-QVAR signicant positive interaction eects are measured, while for Seasonal-VARMA
the opposite signicant negative interaction eects are measured. Given the LL-based superiority
of Seasonal-QVAR, the IRF suggests that the estimates of the dynamic eects of world crude oil
production growth on industrial production growth of the Canada corresponding to Seasonal-
VARMA are incorrect. Furthermore, the IRF estimates for the basic structural model are less
precise than for Seasonal-QVAR, due to the wider Monte Carlo condence intervals of the basic
structural model.
With respect to the interaction eects between industrial production growth of the United
States y1;t and industrial production growth of Canada y2;t, we present the IRF estimates with
the 90% Monte Carlo condence interval for Seasonal-QVAR, the basic structural model and
Seasonal-VARMA in Fig. 15. The IRF estimates are similar for the alternative models. We
nd that the IRF estimates for the basic structural model are less precise than for Seasonal-
QVAR. For Seasonal-VARMA, the dynamic interaction eects between the industrial production
growths of the United States and Canada are signicantly positive in both directions. We repeat
from point ve of this section that world crude oil production growth has positive dynamic eects
on the industrial production growth of the United States for Seasonal-VARMA (Fig. 13). This
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result, combined with the positive interactions between the industrial production growths of
the United States and Canada (Fig. 15), suggests that the negative interaction eects from
world crude oil production growth to the industrial production growth of Canada estimated
for Seasonal-VARMA (Fig. 14) are incorrect. This is due to the fact that the transitivity of
the dynamic interaction eects among the three variables, world crude oil production growth,
industrial production growth of the United States, and industrial production growth of Canada,
fails for the IRF estimates of Seasonal-VARMA.
For the latter alternative of variable selection, we also estimate all models with the two
variables: total industrial production growth of Canada y1;t and total industrial production
growth of the United States y2;t (i.e., we use the opposite order of variables). We nd the same
results for likelihood-based performances, model diagnostics and dynamic interaction eects for
both orders of variables. The related estimation results are available from the authors.
The IRF estimates (Figs. 13 to 15) combined with the LL-based model performance met-
rics (Tables 6 to 8) suggest that Seasonal-QVAR provides better IRF estimates than Seasonal-
VARMA and the basic structural model. Seasonal-QVAR is robust to extreme observations
(Fig. 12), and its ability to measure nonlinear dynamic interactions among variables creates a
superior in-sample statistical performance with respect to the Gaussian multivariate time series
models. These ndings suggest the use of Seasonal-QVAR for the extended macroeconomic
dataset, in order to study the macroeconomic question about the inuence of world crude oil
production growth on the industrial production growths of the United States and Canada.
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Table 6
Parameter estimates and model diagnostics (variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of the United States y2;t).
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
c1 0:1448(0:0390) 2;Jan  0:0476(0:0451) c1 0:0758(0:2416) c1 0:0698(0:0428) 2;Jan  0:0084(0:0273)
c2 0:1326(0:0493) 2;Feb  0:0298(0:0669) c2 0:1517(0:2626) c2 0:1467(0:0462) 2;Feb  0:0005(0:0184)
1;1 0:5564(0:0293) 2;Mar 0:0094(0:0184) 1;1  0:1959(0:1040) 1;1 0:5818(0:0737) 2;Mar 0:0819(0:0741)
1;2 0:1289(0:0335) 2;Apr 0:1009(0:0341) 1;2 0:3102(0:1975) 1;2 0:3067(0:1028) 2;Apr  0:0691(0:0416)
2;1  0:3121(0:0502) 2;May  0:3078(0:0699) 2;1  0:2385(0:1612) 2;1  0:0886(0:0520) 2;May 0:0088(0:0137)
2;2 0:9613(0:0348) 2;Jun 0:0540(0:0265) 2;2 0:8898(0:0797) 2;2 0:8227(0:0496) 2;Jun 0:0460(0:0255)
	1;1  0:1569(0:0427) 2;Jul  0:2548(0:0273) 
 1v;1;1 0:7214(0:4140) 	1;1  0:2402(0:0743) 2;Jul  0:3446(0:1265)
	1;2  0:0614(0:0284) 2;Aug 0:0287(0:0387) 
 1v;2;1  0:4278(0:1085) 	1;2 0:0396(0:0715) 2;Aug 0:1538(0:1314)
	2;1 0:0432(0:0304) 2;Sep 0:0046(0:0436) 

 1
v;2;2 0:0000(0:0002) 	2;1 0:0029(0:0180) 2;Sep  0:1272(0:0625)
	2;2 0:3979(0:0437) 2;Oct 0:0217(0:0311) 
 1;1;1 1:2482
(0:2349) 	2;2 0:2811(0:0335) 2;Oct  0:0143(0:0262)

 1v;1;1 0:9347
(0:0268) 2;Nov  0:0552(0:0318) 
 1;2;1 0:3410(0:1434) 
 1v;1;1 1:4160(0:0423) 2;Nov 0:0762(0:0848)

 1v;2;1 0:0585
(0:0237) 2;Dec 0:1366(0:0331) 
 1;2;2 0:2561
(0:0360) 
 1v;2;1 0:1045
(0:0257) 2;Dec 0:1443(0:0445)

 1v;2;2 0:4523
(0:0123) C1 0:7860 ;1 0:0350(0:0096) 
 1v;2;2 0:6313
(0:0180) C1 0:7112
 3:4886(0:0611) C2 to C4 ADF All stationary ;2 0:0000(0:0034) 1;Jan  0:7343(0:1536) C2 0:6853
1;Jan  0:2967(0:0276) C3 0:8322 C1 0:8167 1;Feb  0:0962(0:1210) MDS v1;t 0:6438
1;Feb 0:1261
(0:0433) C4 0:7425 MDS v1;t 0:8822 1;Mar 0:2391(0:1117) MDS v2;t 0:4723
1;Mar 0:4312
(0:0427) Qt ADF All stationary MDS v2;t 0:8747 1;Apr 0:3026(0:1631) LL  2:7257
1;Apr 0:0299(0:0541) MDS v1;t 0:2602 LL  2:8544 1;May 0:2989(0:1120) AIC 5:5885
1;May 0:4302
(0:0963) MDS v2;t 0:0601 AIC 5:7607 1;Jun 0:4804(0:1346) BIC 5:8826
1;Jun 0:6332
(0:0295) MDS u1;t 0:7141 BIC 5:8720 1;Jul  0:1665(0:1213) HQC 5:7035
1;Jul  0:8235(0:0273) MDS u2;t 0:5900 HQC 5:8042 1;Aug 0:4066(0:1262)
1;Aug 0:1553(0:1560) LL  2:5503 1;Sep  0:1456(0:1518)
1;Sep  0:2243(0:0802) AIC 5:2413 1;Oct 0:1401(0:1337)
1;Oct 0:6420
(0:0565) BIC 5:5433 1;Nov 0:0417(0:1160)
1;Nov 0:4841
(0:0524) HQC 5:3594 1;Dec  0:1260(0:1567)
1;Dec  0:1551(0:0812)
`MDS' denotes the p-value of the martingale dierence sequence test. Bold numbers indicate superior model performance. Standard errors are in parentheses. ,  and 
indicate signicance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 7
Parameter estimates and model diagnostics (variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t).
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
c1 0:1621(0:0243) 2;Jan  0:2320(0:0247) c1 0:0773(0:2346) c1 0:0371(0:0255) 2;Jan 0:0052(0:0131)
c2 0:0948(0:0242) 2;Feb  0:0028(0:0220) c2 0:1790(0:2499) c2 0:0945(0:0230) 2;Feb 0:0393(0:0274)
1;1 4:0807(0:0253) 2;Mar  0:0951(0:0264) 1;1  0:0747(0:0404) 1;1 4:1131(0:0305) 2;Mar 0:0222(0:0252)
1;2  0:3984(0:0042) 2;Apr  0:1323(0:0271) 1;2 0:0250(0:0588) 1;2  3:6588(0:0255) 2;Apr 0:0434(0:0321)
2;1 33:7759(0:0282) 2;May 0:0637(0:0240) 2;1 0:0575(0:0301) 2;1 3:4918(0:0233) 2;May  0:0250(0:0170)
2;2  3:2777(0:0243) 2;Jun  0:2192(0:0252) 2;2  0:0474(0:0419) 2;2  3:0287(0:0318) 2;Jun 0:0452(0:0298)
	1;1 0:0196(0:0019) 2;Jul 0:1629(0:0274) 
 1v;1;1 0:0000(0:0000) 	1;1 0:0363
(0:0168) 2;Jul 0:2047(0:0251)
	1;2  0:0108(0:0020) 2;Aug 0:0223(0:0193) 
 1v;2;1 0:0004(1:1289) 	1;2  0:0549(0:0177) 2;Aug 0:0084(0:0254)
	2;1 0:1510(0:0117) 2;Sep  0:0501(0:0235) 
 1v;2;2 0:0021(0:8367) 	2;1 0:0494(0:0175) 2;Sep  0:0424(0:0310)
	2;2  0:1762(0:0109) 2;Oct 0:1016(0:0248) 
 1;1;1 1:4490(0:0434) 	2;2  0:0924(0:0189) 2;Oct 0:1105(0:0459)

 1v;1;1 1:0080
(0:0138) 2;Nov  0:0617(0:0296) 
 1;2;1 0:0832(0:0475) 
 1v;1;1 1:4317(0:0343) 2;Nov  0:0181(0:0258)

 1v;2;1 0:0636
(0:0243) 2;Dec 0:0901(0:0239) 
 1;2;2 1:0826
(0:0412) 
 1v;2;1 0:0216(0:0241) 2;Dec  0:0284(0:0286)

 1v;2;2 0:8861
(0:0221) C1 0:6853 ;1 0:0357(0:0098) 
 1v;2;2 1:0501
(0:0251) C1 0:5642
 4:9868(0:0738) C2 to C4 ADF All stationary ;2 0:0000(0:0000) 1;Jan  0:9794(0:0340) C2 0:6598
1;Jan 0:0035(0:0227) C3 0:6845 C1 0:1014 1;Feb  0:3295(0:0250) MDS v1;t 0:5488
1;Feb 0:0140(0:0255) C4 0:4744 MDS v1;t 0:8705 1;Mar  0:0735(0:0296) MDS v2;t 0:8531
1;Mar 0:5015
(0:0243) Qt ADF All stationary MDS v2;t 0:8688 1;Apr  0:0336(0:0343) LL  3:2457
1;Apr  0:1559(0:0244) MDS v1;t 0:1726 LL  3:3615 1;May 0:0765(0:0251) AIC 6:6284
1;May 0:2402
(0:0243) MDS v2;t 0:9158 AIC 6:7748 1;Jun 0:2956(0:1018) BIC 6:9225
1;Jun 0:2865
(0:0243) MDS u1;t 0:7124 BIC 6:8861 1;Jul  0:4387(0:0416) HQC 6:7434
1;Jul  0:5107(0:0244) MDS u2;t 0:9570 HQC 6:8184 1;Aug 0:2774(0:0595)
1;Aug 0:2376
(0:0244) LL  3:1260 1;Sep  0:3946(0:0245)
1;Sep  0:3173(0:0244) AIC 6:3926 1;Oct  0:0806(0:0515)
1;Oct 0:3719
(0:0243) BIC 6:6946 1;Nov  0:3101(0:0286)
1;Nov 0:0038(0:0278) HQC 6:5107 1;Dec  0:4799(0:0298)
1;Dec 0:3857
(0:0244)
`MDS' denotes the p-value of the martingale dierence sequence test. Bold numbers indicate superior model performance. Standard errors are in parentheses. ,  and 
indicate signicance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 8
Parameter estimates and model diagnostics (variables: total industrial production growths of the United States and Canada, y1;t and y2;t, respectively).
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
c1 0:1892(0:0579) 2;Jan  0:0605(0:0311) c1 0:1475(0:2701) c1 0:0974(0:0497) 2;Jan  0:0339(0:0190)
c2 0:1850(0:0559) 2;Feb 0:0306(0:0197) c2 0:1780(0:2794) c2 0:0185(0:0408) 2;Feb 0:0088(0:0102)
1;1 0:7666(0:1156) 2;Mar  0:0754(0:1320) 1;1 0:7659(0:0913) 1;1 0:7312(0:0639) 2;Mar  0:0005(0:0172)
1;2 0:0568(0:0972) 2;Apr 0:0369(0:0340) 1;2 0:0674(0:0844) 1;2 0:0513(0:0640) 2;Apr 0:0046(0:0131)
2;1 1:0012(0:2095) 2;May  0:0762(0:0515) 2;1 1:0513(0:1896) 2;1 0:9173(0:1236) 2;May 0:0430(0:0380)
2;2 0:0408(0:1688) 2;Jun  0:0136(0:0385) 2;2  0:2117(0:1011) 2;2  0:0070(0:1234) 2;Jun  0:0123(0:0227)
	1;1 0:3104(0:0749) 2;Jul 0:0008(0:0282) 
 1v;1;1 0:5370
(0:0363) 	1;1 0:2617(0:0479) 2;Jul 0:0417(0:0565)
	1;2 0:1051(0:0337) 2;Aug  0:0300(0:0253) 
 1v;2;1 0:2369(0:1427) 	1;2 0:0903(0:0255) 2;Aug  0:0611(0:0397)
	2;1 0:4750(0:1154) 2;Sep  0:0862(0:0296) 
 1v;2;2 0:0008(0:0311) 	2;1 0:3741(0:0620) 2;Sep  0:0610(0:0192)
	2;2  0:2127(0:0597) 2;Oct  0:1992(0:0748) 
 1;1;1 0:2697(0:0497) 	2;2  0:2281(0:0420) 2;Oct 0:0482(0:0157)

 1v;1;1 0:5480
(0:0257) 2;Nov 0:0069(0:0114) 
 1;2;1 0:1002(0:2875) 

 1
v;1;1 0:6118
(0:0163) 2;Nov  0:1115(0:0688)

 1v;2;1 0:3122
(0:0378) 2;Dec 0:0443(0:0621) 
 1;2;2 0:9459
(0:0341) 
 1v;2;1 0:3307
(0:0395) 2;Dec 0:2296(0:0763)

 1v;2;2 0:8809
(0:0326) C1 0:8380 ;1 0:0000(0:0007) 
 1v;2;2 0:9452
(0:0285) C1 0:7903
 12:0833(4:1508) C2 to C4 ADF All stationary ;2 0:0001(0:0004) 1;Jan 0:1054(0:0930) C2 0:3536
1;Jan 0:0973(0:2270) C3 0:8624 C1 0:8337 1;Feb  0:5215(0:0816) MDS v1;t 0:8441
1;Feb  0:4442(0:1550) C4 0:7469 MDS v1;t 0:9094 1;Mar  0:0721(0:0924) MDS v2;t 0:8881
1;Mar  0:0668(0:1761) Qt ADF All stationary MDS v2;t 0:2975 1;Apr 0:0829(0:0929) LL  2:2902
1;Apr  0:0587(0:1940) MDS v1;t 0:1788 LL  2:4360 1;May 0:0518(0:0891) AIC 4:7174
1;May  0:0966(0:1461) MDS v2;t 0:6062 AIC 4:9238 1;Jun 0:0226(0:0943) BIC 5:0114
1;Jun  0:0274(0:1460) MDS u1;t 0:9892 BIC 5:0350 1;Jul  0:1978(0:1807) HQC 4:8324
1;Jul  0:0796(0:2426) MDS u2;t 0:8381 HQC 4:9673 1;Aug  0:1790(0:0698)
1;Aug  0:1812(0:1705) LL  2:2751 1;Sep 0:0880(0:0887)
1;Sep  0:1227(0:1782) AIC 4:6909 1;Oct  0:4465(0:0840)
1;Oct  0:7607(0:2244) BIC 4:9929 1;Nov 0:0966(0:0872)
1;Nov 0:1743(0:1630) HQC 4:8090 1;Dec 0:5727
(0:0914)
1;Dec 0:5596
(0:2169)
`MDS' denotes the p-value of the martingale dierence sequence test. Bold numbers indicate superior model performance. Standard errors are in parentheses. ,  and 
indicate signicance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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Variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of the United States y2;t
Variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t
Variables: total industrial production growth of the United States y1;t and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t
Fig. 8. Invertibility of Seasonal-QVAR (evolution of the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of 	t for t = 1; : : : ; T ).
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y1;t World crude oil production growth y2;t Industrial production growth of the United States
1;t World crude oil production growth 2;t Industrial production growth of the United States
s1;t World crude oil production growth s2;t Industrial production growth of the United States
v1;t World crude oil production growth v2;t Industrial production growth of the United States
u1;t World crude oil production growth u2;t Industrial production growth of the United States
Fig. 9. Time series components of Seasonal-QVAR for the variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial
production growth of the United States y2;t (March 1973 to February 2018).
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y1;t World crude oil production growth y2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
1;t World crude oil production growth 2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
s1;t World crude oil production growth s2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
v1;t World crude oil production growth v2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
u1;t World crude oil production growth u2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
Fig. 10. Time series components of Seasonal-QVAR for the variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial
production growth of Canada y2;t (March 1973 to February 2018).
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y1;t Industrial production growth of the United States y2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
1;t Industrial production growth of the United States 2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
s1;t Industrial production growth of the United States s2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
v1;t Industrial production growth of the United States v2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
u1;t Industrial production growth of the United States u2;t Industrial production growth of Canada
Fig. 11. Time series components of Seasonal-QVAR for the variables: total industrial production growth of the United States y1;t
and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t (March 1973 to February 2018).
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Variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of the United States y2;t
u1t as a function of 1t and 2t u2t as a function of 1t and 2t
Variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t
u1t as a function of 1t and 2t u2t as a function of 1t and 2t
Variables: total industrial production growth of the United States y1;t and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t
u1t as a function of 1t and 2t u2t as a function of 1t and 2t
Fig. 12. Robustness to extreme values in the noise (Seasonal-QVAR).
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Oil production growth 1;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Industrial production growth of the United States 2;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Oil production growth 1;t  ! Industrial production growth of the United States 2;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Industrial production growth of the United States 2;t  ! Industrial production growth of the United States 2;t+j
Fig. 13. Impulse response function with 90% condence interval for the variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and
total industrial production growth of the United States y2;t (Seasonal-QVAR; basic structural model; Seasonal-VARMA). The IRF
condence interval is estimated by using 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations from the ML estimates.
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Oil production growth 1;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t  ! Oil production growth 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Oil production growth 1;t  ! Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t  ! Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t+j
Fig. 14. Impulse response function with 90% condence interval for the variables: world crude oil production growth y1;t and
total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t (Seasonal-QVAR; basic structural model; Seasonal-VARMA). The IRF condence
interval is estimated by using 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations from the ML estimates.
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Industrial production growth of the United States 1;t  ! Industrial production growth of the United States 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t  ! Industrial production growth of the United States 1;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Industrial production growth of the United States 1;t  ! Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t+j
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Seasonal-QVAR Basic structural model Seasonal-VARMA
Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t  ! Industrial production growth of Canada 2;t+j
Fig. 15. Impulse response function with 90% condence interval for the variables: total industrial production growth of the United
States y1;t and total industrial production growth of Canada y2;t (Seasonal-QVAR; basic structural model; Seasonal-VARMA). The
IRF condence interval is estimated by using 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations from the ML estimates.
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5. Conclusions
We have introduced the Seasonal-QVAR model with correlated seasonal and non-seasonal shocks.
This new approach is an alternative to those recent UCM models, which use correlated seasonal
and non-seasonal shocks. Seasonal-QVAR is also an alternative to the basic structural model
and Seasonal-VARMA, which we have considered as benchmarks in our statistical analysis. We
have applied Seasonal-QVAR to monthly macroeconomic time series data. We have used classic
data from the variables: world crude oil production growth and global real economic activity
growth for the period of March 1973 to December 2007. In addition, we have also used extended
data from the variables: world crude oil production growth and total industrial production
growths of the United States and Canada for the period of March 1973 to February 2018. The
latter dataset has addressed an important applied economic question about the inuence of
world crude oil production on the industrial productions of the United States and Canada.
We have found that extreme observations in many cases appear in the irregular component of
Seasonal-QVAR, while extreme observations for some cases appear in the local level component
of the basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA. We have found that the IRF estimates
for the basic structural model are less precise than for Seasonal-QVAR. With respect to the
interaction eects of the industrial production growth of the United States on world crude oil
production growth, we have found that those eects are about six times higher for the basic
structural model and Seasonal-VARMA than for Seasonal-QVAR. Our results suggest that the
basic structural model and Seasonal-VARMA overestimate those eects. With respect to the
interaction eects of world crude oil production growth on the industrial production growth
of Canada, signicant positive interaction eects have been found for Seasonal-QVAR, while
signicant negative interaction eects have been found for Seasonal-VARMA. Our results suggest
that the interaction eects of world crude oil production growth on the industrial production
growth of Canada are incorrectly estimated for Seasonal-VARMA. The results of the present
paper may motivate the practical use of Seasonal-QVAR for the analysis of macroeconomic
variables that involve signicant seasonality components and extreme observations.
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Appendix. Seasonality component in DCS models
Each element of the seasonality component is modeled as:
sk;t = D
0
tk;t = D1;tk;1;t +D2;tk;2;t + : : :+DS;tk;S;t (A.1)
The vector of dynamic seasonal parameters is k;1 for t = 1 and k;t = k;t 1 + k;tuk;t 1 for
t = 2; : : : ; T . By recursive substitution, we obtain that k;t = k;1 + k;2uk;1 + : : : + k;tuk;t 1,
where k;1 is the vector of initial values of k;t. Then, each element of k;t is given by
k;j;t = k;j;1 + k;j;2uk;1 + : : :+ k;j;tuk;t 1 (A.2)
for j = 1; : : : ; S. Substituting Equation (A.2) into Equation (A.1) we get:
sk;t = D1;t(k;1;1 + k;1;2uk;1 + : : :+ k;1;tuk;t 1)+
+ D2;t(k;2;1 + k;2;2uk;1 + : : :+ k;2;tuk;t 1)+
+ D3;t(k;3;1 + k;3;2uk;1 + : : :+ k;3;tuk;t 1)+
+
...
+ DS;t(k;S;1 + k;S;2uk;1 + : : :+ k;S;tuk;t 1)
(A.3)
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In Equation (A.3), the dummy variables select each one of the terms consecutively for each t.
The selected value of sk;t is zero on average for consecutive j = 1; : : : ; S time periods, because
the average of each term within the parentheses of Equation (A.3) is zero. To see this, consider
rst the NLS procedure used for the estimation of the initial values of k;t, which ensures
that k;1;1 + k;2;1 + : : : + k;S;1 = 0. Thus, (k;1;1 + k;2;1 + : : : + k;S;1)=S = 0. In addition,
for all terms where k;j;t appears, k;1;t + k;2;t + : : : + k;S;t = 0, because for j = 1; : : : ; S,
we parameterize k;j;t = k;j for Dj;t = 1 and k;j;t =  k;j=(S   1) for Dj;t = 0. Thus,
(k;1;tuk;t 1 + k;2;tuk;t 1 + : : :+ k;S;tuk;t 1)=S = 0. Therefore, the average of sk;t is also zero.
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